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may have ended with Andrei DmitrievichSakharov.For about 150 years Russian society bred
a caste of intellectualswhose raison d'etre was
to revolt in idealistic pursuit of highly moral
goals against the social orderthat ensuredtheir
own privileged status and existence. With their
contribution,that orderwas brokentwice during
the last century.The firstrevolutionundermined
theirposition, yet the intelligentsiaphenomenon
managed to revive in later Soviet society. The
second revolution,at the century'send, seemsat least for now-to have leveled their social
conditionmorethoroughlyinto a "normal,""civilized,"or "democratic"stateof affairs,in which
intellectualsen masse entertainhigherprinciples
insofaras this does not contradictthe basic foundationsof their own well-being.
Bor in 1921 and graduatedfrom Moscow
University's physics departmentin 1943, Sakharovbelongs to the intelligentsia's Soviet generation. His studies in theoreticalphysics were
interruptedin 1948 with the recruitmentof his
graduate advisor, Igor Tamm, to help the Hbomb effort. As members of the Tamm group,
THOMASNICKLES Sakharovand Vitaly Ginzburgmade two crucial
suggestions that helped the Soviet team to beat
Gennady Gorelik. Andrei Sakharov: Nauka i their American rivals in testing the first therSvoboda.512 pp., illus., bibl. Izhevsk:R&CDy- monuclearbomb in August 1953. ThatyearSakharov became the youngest scientist ever to be
namics, 2000.
elected to full membershipin the Soviet AcadRichard Lourie. Sakharov:A Biography.xiv +
emy of Sciences. Until 1968 he worked in a re465 pp., illus., bibl., index. Hanover,N.H.: Bran- mote secret laboratoryon the design and imdeis UniversityPress, 2002. $30 (cloth).
provementof nuclearweapons. The recipientof
a string of the highest government honors, he
The culturaltraditionof the intelligentsia-"the
the diversion from fundamentalphysregretted
largest single Russian contribution to social ics but found higher satisfaction in the feeling
change in the world,"in IsaiahBerlin's wordsthat the weapons work was morally important,
contributingto the preservationof world peace,
deterrence against the superior U.S. nuclear
threat,and the preventionof furtherHiroshimas
and Nagasakis.
Startingwith a 1958 article on the environmental dangersof radioactivefallout, Sakharov
increasinglydevoted his attentionto social topics. His expertise helped bring about the 1963
Moscow treaty that bannedall but underground
nucleartests. As the politicians did not always
follow his other advice, Sakharovbecame more
critical of the Soviet regime's failure to satisfy
its own-and his-ideal image. Relying on the
high social and moral standing of science in
Soviet society, he appliedhis authorityto issues
his directprofessionalexpertise,petitionbeyond
and
Soviet
AndreiSakharov,
activist,
physicist
the
ing
governmentto continue de-Stalinization
speakingat the FirstCongress of People's
and pleading on behalf of victims of political
Deputies,withMikhailGorbachevin the
persecution.His move from reformistinsiderto
background(fromGennadyGorelik,Andrei
Sakharov,p. 65).
open critic occurred around 1968, the time of

fact, a "moreor less predictable... result of the
evolution of human consciousness (again: Science being partof history and not the otherway
around)"(p. 120). He cites William Whewell as
a "biologist ... forerunner"of Darwin (p. 91).
Lukacs writes as though historiansof science
are still engaged in hero worship, and he thinks
it arrogantof scientists themselves even to seek
laws of universalvalidity or to searchfor extraterrestriallife and intelligence. Yet he does not
hesitateto assertthatGod-createdhumanbeings
are the most complex creaturesin the entireuniverse or to engage in hero worshipof his ownfor example, of Goethe and CardinalNewman.
His favorite humanists are obviously far more
original than any scientist.
Curmudgeonlydefenses of the humanitiesare
surely welcome to this usually generous reviewer, but Lukacs'sbook does not succeed.We
may be living in a postmodernage, but many
general intellectual readers (and not only academics) will still prefer novel insight and evidence and argument,however critical, to repetition of one-sided assertions.
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internationalrebellion against the Cold War or- for professional historians as well. Richard
der. While the death of MartinLutherKing did Lourie, writing as an Americanjournalistin the
not stop the movementtowardcivil rights in the genre of political biography, gravitatestoward
United States, the Soviet regime managed with explaining Sakharov'scharacterin terms of his
only limited repressionto frustratedemandsfor family upbringing,with roots leadingback to the
furtherdemocraticreforms.As one of the leaders old Russian intelligentsia. His account is parof the dissident movement, Sakharovcontinued ticularly impressive on the psychological side,
to act and argue courageouslyin defense of le- empathizing with Sakharov's struggles and
gality and human rights. The struggle cost him thoughtsand paying close attentionto his life in
many of his former privileges but was recog- politics and as a family man. The author'sattinized internationallyin 1975 by the Nobel Peace tudes and outlook are close to Sakharov'sown
Prize. Hardestto bear, however, was the feeling at the end of his life, as expressedin his Memoirs
of hopelessness:arrestsand exiles of fellow dis- (Knopf, 1990), which Lourie translatedinto Ensidents were increasingly reducing the move- glish. Gennady Gorelik writes as a historianof
ment to defending the rights of the defenders science within the established Russian/Soviet
themselves.
traditionof science popularization.He sets SakIn early 1980 Sakharov'sprotest against So- harov'sbiographyin the historicalcontextof Soviet intervention in Afghanistan's civil war viet physics and provides enlighteningbut nonpromptedthe government'sdecision to exile him technicaldiscussions of his contributionsto both
to the city of Gorky, where he lived with his nuclear weapons design and fundamentaltheowife, inaccessible to foreign correspondentsand retical physics. Placing less emphasis on the
other visitors except for occasional colleagues family tradition, he explains the formation of
from the Physical Institute of the Academy of Sakharov's characterlargely throughreference
Sciences. Practicallyall expression of open op- to the uninterruptedtraditionof the Russian sciposition was silenced in the country,yet the feel- entific intelligentsia.This too is tracedto its preings driven undergroundcontinued to spread. revolutionaryroots: throughTamm, Sakharov's
The accumulatedenergy broke loose afterMik- teacher in life and science, to Leonid Mandelhail Gorbachev came to power and resumed stam, Tamm's academicmentorandrole model.
democratic reforms in the late 1980s. The
The books' weaknesses are related to their
changes from above came fifteen years too late, strengths.Lourie feels somewhatuncomfortable
since in the meantimethe intelligentsiahad be- about his hero's long-held socialist mentality
come irreparablyalienatedfrom the regime and and ideals, which he mentions briefly but is
its values. After returning from exile in late afraid or unpreparedto discuss seriously as an
1986, Sakharovbecame the moral leader of the importantcause of Sakharov'sidealist rebellion
growing democratic opposition to Communist againstthe Soviet political establishment.GoreParty rule. Facing a hundred-thousand-strong lik takes for grantedthe view that science and
demonstrationoutside the Kremlin walls, Gor- scientists are naturalsources of moral authority
bachev finally agreed to satisfy Sakharov'scall and allies of freedom, which, as a basic corerto remove from the constitutionthe article pro- stone of the intelligentsia's peculiarworldview,
claiming the Communist Party "the guiding should belong to the explanandumratherthan
force of Soviet society."This crucialconcession the explanans.Investigatingthese two additional
came two monthsafterSakharov'ssuddendeath aspects of Sakharov'sbeliefs and life story will
from heartfailurein December 1989, at the time bringus closer to understandingthe specificphewhen he had starteddraftinga new constitution nomenon of the Soviet intelligentsia. However,
of the Union of Soviet Republicsof Eurasia.The this may require(or lead to) a new understanding
revolutiondrivenby the intelligentsiaproceeded of still-too-recentSoviet history and experience
much furtheron its own momentum,destroying in general, the time for which may not yet have
the Soviet Union itself along with the society and come.
culture that had allowed scientists and intellecALEXEIKOJEVNIKOV
tuals to speak from a position of moral and political authority.
Tian Yu Cao (Editor).ConceptualFoundations
The two books under review are not exactly of QuantumField Theory.(Based on paperspreacademic biographies: they aim at a much sented at the Centerfor Philosophy and History
broaderrange of readers, though in ratherdif- of Science, Boston University, 1-3 March
ferentways. Each succeeds admirablyon its own 1996.) xx + 399 pp., illus., figs., indexes. Camterms; their strengths complement each other, bridge/New York: CambridgeUniversity Press,
and they provide extremely informativereading 1999. $100.

